LIPO B+ SHOTS
What are Lipotropic B+ Injections?
Lipotropics are fat-burning amino acids, substances that are naturally produced by the body.
These chemicals help to remove toxins and waste from the liver, prevent cholesterol buildup,
and help metabolize fats. Our formulation combines three lipotropics: methionine, inositol, and
choline; with energizing B vitamins & other ingredients specifically formulated for weight loss.
Our Lipotropic Injection Protocol does not require starvation diets, surgery or dangerous drugs.
Our program is designed to address fat loss at a nutritional level, to boost your energy while
enhancing the function of your organs and increasing the flow of fats and bile from the liver
and gallbladder. Therefore your body is processing fat versus storing it!

Our Weight Loss Formula Includes:
Vitamin C: A powerful antioxidant, which helps neutralize cell-damaging free radicals. Used in treating
a wide range of infectious diseases, burns, and boosting the immune system.
Methionine: A protein-based amino acid that neutralizes free radicals and is essential for muscle
growth and energy. It aids in breaking down fat, removing heavy metals from the body, and helps with
digestion. This antioxidant increases energy and lean muscle mass.
Inositol: A vitamin that is vital for metabolism of fat and cholesterol, prevents hardening of the arteries; and
helps in the treatment of depression and anxiety. Inositol may also be used to improve circulation, prevent
hair loss, nourish the brain, and facilitate the conversion of nutrients to energy.
Choline: Plays a major role in cardiovascular health, in addition to minimizing excess fat in the liver
through its fat and cholesterol metabolic properties. It also aids in hormone production, along with helping
to remove toxins. Adequate intake reduces the chances of developing problems with the liver.
Thiamine: (Vitamin B1) - Helps fuel your body by converting blood sugar into energy. Essential for
nervous system, cardiovascular and muscular function.
Riboflavin-5-Phosphate Sodium: (Vitamin B2) - Supports energy production by aiding in the
metabolizing of fats, carbohydrates, and proteins.
Niacinamide: (Vitamin B3) - Promotes general blood vessel and circulatory health.
Dexpanthenol: (Vitamin B5) - Essential for our bodies to properly use carbohydrates, proteins, and
lipids and for healthy skin.
Pyridoxine HCl: (Vitamin B6)- Essential in numerous biochemical pathways involving red blood cells,
the immune system, central nervous system function, protein metabolism, homocysteine metabolism,
and also the production of energy. It is necessary for proper absorption of Vitamin B12.
Methylcobalamin: (Vitamin B12) - Regulates the formation of red blood cells and helps in the utilization
of iron, preventing anemia. It is an important component of the body system because it is required for proper
digestion, absorption and synthesis of foods, protein synthesis, and the metabolism of carbohydrates and
fats. Vitamin B12 is also necessary for a healthy nervous system. Also known to boosts energy.
L-Carnitine The primary function of L-Carnitine is to convert lipids, or fats, into fuel for energy.
Specifically, its role is to move fatty acids into the cells that reside within the protective membranes that
surround cells, essential to provide energy for every cell in the body.
Chromium: Shown to aid in balancing blood sugar levels and reduce sugar cravings.
Lidocaine: Anesthetic used to reduce burning and stinging.
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